Feng Shui
Feng Shui is a millenary philosophy that studies
how the space arrangement can affect our well-
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being, the way we feel and how we function.

Originally from China, this ancient art has at least
3000 years and it relies on the concepts of oriental
cosmology. Its name literally means wind and
water, an analogy to the fluid motion of these two
elements.
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Physical and Mental Balance
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Chi flow affects our well-being and

Accumulates chi energy
Changes its quality

how we feel

CHI
We assimilate the energetic quality of the space
[slow chi , fast chi, stagnated chi,
heavy chi, dispersed chi...]

Feng Shui Elements

EARTH

WATER

TREE

METAL

FIRE

For those looking
for comfort, warmth,
peace, security and
harmony with other
people

For the ones who
need warmth,
passion, magic,
dynamism and an
active social life

For those
searching for
freshness,
regeneration, rest
and tranquility

For those who
love lightness,
youth, novelty,
adventure, vitality
and creativity

For those seeking
for sophistication,
order, control and
concentration

Feng Shui Cycles
There must be a balance between all

the Feng Shui elements.
The lacking of one of these elements
or the abundance of another arises
problems or negative energies. When
the arrangement of the 5 elements is
harmonious, everything should flow
smoothly, accomplishing balance.
There

are

3

interactions

(cycles):

productive, exhausting and destroying.
Productive Cycle
Exhaustive Cycle
Destructive Cycle

Luo Shu
Male Luo Shu

Female Luo Shu

1. Add all the numbers of the year you're born and

1. Add all the numbers of the year you're born and

repeat the process until you get a number from 1

repeat the process until you get a number from 1

to 9.

to 9.

2. Subtract 11.

2. Add 4.

3. The result is the male Luo Shu. If you get 10 the
Luo Shu is 1.
For example:
2005 > 2+0+0+5 = 7 > 11 – 7 = 4  Luo Shu = 4

3. The result is the female Luo Shu. If you get 10
the Luo Shu is 1.
For exemple:
1963 > 1+9+6+3 = 19 > 1+9 = 10 > 1+0=1 >
1+4 =5  Luo Shu = 5

Luo Shu Magic Square
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Softness, Communication,
Ambition, Intuition,
Hesitation, Emotion

Passion, Inspiration,
Superficiality, Light, Magic,
Sociability

Receptivity, Simplicity,
Tenderness, Family,
Esteem
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(Center)

DUI

Progress, Dynamism,
Determination, Openness,
Curiosity

Power, Extremes,
Unpredictability, Honesty

Pleasure, Entertainment,
Charm, Sophistication,
Optimism
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Intelligence, Stubbornness,
Work, Change, Ego

Independence, Diplomacy,
Spirituality, Sense Of
Direction

Respect, Dignity, Integrity,
Rigidity, Control,
Conservatism

Feng Shui in Inspira Hotel
More than a place to sleep, the rooms and suites Inspira Santa Marta Hotel have been designed to fulfill a
primary function - to contribute to your rest and well-being. Light, color, sound, shapes, movement and
materials (with low environmental impact) has been carefully designed to work together, stimulate your senses
and provoke positive feelings.
The organization and decoration of the rooms respect the principles of Feng Shui, creating space more
comfortable and balanced, avoiding stagnation of energy flows.

Why choosing a hotel based on the
Feng Shui principles?
The flow of the chi energy is more harmonious and fluid.
The spaces have better energy quality
Cozy and welcoming areas fitted to their inherent functions.
Tailored spaces according to your own needs.

